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With so much happening on K’gari, this is a shorter issue
of the FINIA newsletter than usual – there’s been the
review of the Great Sandy Marine Park Zoning Plan and
Draft Biosecurity Plan, a new documentary on myrtle
rust, a co-designed Climate Adaptation Plan and
numerous other projects underway.
It's great to see K’gari getting the attention she deserves.
Join us as we celebrate the 30th Anniversary of World
Heritage and the formal launch of K’gari Cultural Tourism
(KCT). Congratulations to all concerned.
The Editor

Celebrating Thirty Years of World Heritage

There is little doubt that the pathway to World Heritage for K’gari (Fraser Island) has been contentious. The
colonial fight for K’gari started in 1770, when HMS Endeavour, carrying Lt James Cook and Sir Joseph Banks,
scientist and sponsor for the trip, recorded the island.
Cook noted (on 19 May 1770), “The land hereabouts, which is of moderate height, appears more barren than
any we have seen on this coast, and the soil more sandy, there being several places where nothing else is to
be seen. In other places, the woods look to be low and shrubby, nor did we see many signs of inhabitants.”
How little he knew.
Matthew Flinders provided a clearer perspective of K’gari in 1802 (from the Investigator), hinting that the
site supported large numbers of Butchulla people. “Nothing can be imagined more barren than this peninsula,
but the smoke which arose in many parts corroborated and bespoke that fresh water was not scarce in this
Sandy Country. Our course at night was directed by the fires on shore.”

By 1842, Andrew Petrie had explored the island returning to Brisbane with reports about the abundance and
quality of timber it had to offer. The battle for K’gari’s resources commenced.
Between 24 December 1851 and 3 January 1852, an expedition led by Commandant Frederick Walker was
carried out to ‘break up’ Aboriginal clans seeking sanctuary on the island. The Commandant and his crew of
Lt Marshall, Sgt Major Dolan, 24 troopers, and the captain and crew of the schooner Margaret and Mary (all
armed and sworn in as special constables) were responsible for the K’gari massacre. Tragically, an estimated
100 Aboriginal people were ‘driven into the sea and kept there as long as daylight and life lasted.’
Logging commenced in 1863, causing further conflict, often with tragic results on both sides. But it wasn’t
just the island’s timber that attracted interest. Geological wealth lay in its rich rutile, ilmenite, zircon and
monazite deposits. As a result, sand mining leases were first granted in 1949.
Gradually, a new movement gained momentum for K’gari - conservation. In 1893, the Australian Association
for the Advancement of Science identified the island
as one of four outstanding areas of Australia most
suitable for national parks. In 1963, the Wildlife
Preservation Society of Queenland Inc. (WPSQ) was
founded, with a Maryborough Branch formed in July
1967, drawing more interest to the island and its
conflicting land uses. The Australian Conservation
Foundation suggested that the island be listed for its
world heritage value as early as 1974. In 1971, the
Fraser Island Defenders Organisation (FIDO) was
formed - taking up a legal challenge over sand mining, Dr John Hookey opens the Fraser Island Environmental Inquiry in 1975
(Photo: John Sinclair)
which finally ceased on 31 December 1976.
The State Government came under increasing pressure to halt logging on K’gari. In 1990, a Commission of
Inquiry, led by Tony Fitzgerald, was established to provide recommendations on Fraser Island's future use,
conservation and management. Finally, in 1991, after 130 years of operation, the forestry industry ceased.
In December 1992, K’gari, the World’s largest sand island, was inscribed by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Committee as Australia’s tenth property on
the World Heritage list in recognition of its outstanding natural universal value. K’gari is an outstanding
example of ongoing biological, hydrological and geomorphological processes. The rainforest vegetation
growing on coastal dune systems at the scale found on the island is unique. The world's largest unconfined
aquifer supports numerous freshwater lakes, streams and wetlands. In addition, K’gari contains around half
the world's perched freshwater dune lakes.
Although listed for three natural criteria (vii), (viii)
and (ix), it is hoped that the island will be
recognised for its cultural values in the future.
K'gari is a breathtaking cultural landscape with a
continuous connection to the Butchulla people,
who still practice their culture on the island today.
The island’s extensive forests and heathlands have
been a product of Butchulla management for many
millennia.
Butchulla dancers perform at the renaming of the K’gari World Heritage
site (Photo: Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation)

In 2014, the Butchulla people were granted Native
Title for K’gari, with a second native title claim
granted for the island, waters of the Great Sandy Strait (Korrawinga) and parts of the mainland in 2019. In
2021, the Butchulla name ‘K’gari’ was adopted by the World Heritage Committee for the World Heritage site.
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A formal proposal to rename the island K’gari under the Place Names Act 1994 is currently under
consideration by the Queensland Minister for Resources, Scott Stewart.
K’gari’s story is long. Some dunes on the island are more than 700,000 years old, one of the planet's oldest
and most complete sequences of coastal dunes. Butchulla people, part of the oldest living civilisation in the
world, have been sustained by K'gari's freshwater lakes, land and sea country for at least 6,500 years.
As we celebrate 30 years of World Heritage, pause to remember K’gari’s complete history and acknowledge
those that have fought and died for the island. Whether it is advocating for co-management, conservation,
increasing biosecurity or mitigating the impacts of climate change, together - we must all play our part,
continuing the fight for K’gari.
Contributed by Sue Sargent, FINIA – the Natural Integrity Alliance for K’gari, with special thanks to
the late Dr John Sinclair AO for his publication, Discovering Fraser Island and Cooloola (1997).
On 16 November 1972, the World Heritage Convention was adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO.
World Heritage is the designation for places on Earth that are of outstanding universal value to humanity,
with natural, cultural and mixed properties inscribed on the World Heritage List to be protected for future
generations to appreciate and enjoy. FINIA congratulates UNESCO as they celebrate fifty years of World
Heritage.

Facing a Biodiversity Crisis

A continent in crisis - how many species will Australia lose by 2038? Pictured are the Orange-bellied parrot (Photo: Moonlit Sanctuary), the Plains
wanderer (Photo: Bush Heritage Australia) and the Leadbeater’s possum (Photo: Steven Kuiter, Wilderness Society)

We are facing a biodiversity crisis. Since 1788, Australia has lost 30 mammal species and 29 bird species we
had known and identified.
The real picture is probably worse than these figures indicate because the first independent national report
on the State of the Environment in 1996 estimated that we had only identified about 15% of the species here.
That first report said that we had a unique and beautiful environment, with much of it in good condition by
international standards, but we also had some serious problems that needed to be tackled as a matter of
urgency.
In 1992, the Council of Australian Governments (CoAG) agreed on a National Strategy for Ecologically
Sustainable Development. The Commonwealth, State and Territory governments committed to a pattern of
development that protected our unique biodiversity, conserved the integrity of our natural systems and
respected the needs of future generations. Unfortunately, there has been little evidence that recent
governments, ALP or Coalition, State or national, adhere to those principles.
Five later reports in the State of the Environment, the most recently suppressed by the Morrison government
and only released after the 2022 election, have all emphasised with increasing urgency the same fundamental
problem. Increasing numbers of the species and ecosystems we know about are threatened.
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A 2018 Threatened Species Recovery Hub report listed nine bird species for which the probability of
extinction in the next 20 years is greater than 50%. The list included the orange-bellied parrot, the plains
wanderer and the regent honey eater. The same report listed nine mammal species that are more than 25
per cent likely to become extinct in the next 20 years, including Leadbeater’s possum.
The causes of extinction are well-known: habitat destruction, introduced predator species, and chemical
pollution. All those are directly linked to our demands on the planet’s natural systems. As the 1996 report
said, environmental problems result from the growth and distribution of the human population, our lifestyle
choices and the technologies we use. To make the situation worse, all the pressures on our natural systems
are now being supplemented by climate change.
We should not be surprised that climate change is affecting natural systems. What plants need to grow are
carbon dioxide, water and warmth. We are changing all those factors. By changing growing conditions, we
systematically alter the balance between different species. This changes the food available to herbivores,
while their responses affect the food available to carnivorous predators. The changing climate also affects
insects and disease vectors, so it should not be surprising that increasing numbers of our native species are
threatened. As well as the gradual and predicted impacts of climate change, we are now experiencing a
dramatic increase in the number and intensity of extreme events: floods, heatwaves, tropical cyclones and
catastrophic fire seasons.
The fundamental problem is that our environmental science is not yet sufficiently advanced to predict the
consequences. We are pulling random bricks out of the complex wall of life, unaware of when whole sections
could collapse. As the latest report warned, we risk catastrophic outcomes. The natural environment is not
just aesthetically valuable. Our health, living standards, cultural and spiritual fulfilment and connection to
country are all interlinked; our deteriorating environment threatens all.
There are some positive signs, protected areas within which threatened species are recovering and initiatives
that respect and build on the knowledge of the Traditional Owners of Country. But the Samuel review found
that the legal framework is inadequate. Our environmental laws are not protecting threatened species or
endangered ecological communities. We urgently need our governments to move beyond their obsession
with economic growth and recognise that our first duty is to protect the integrity of natural systems. We rely
on those systems to provide the essentials of our life: breathable air, drinkable water, and the capacity to
produce food.
Maintaining what remains of our unique biodiversity is not a luxury. It is critical for our civilisation.
Article contributed by Professor Ian Lowe AO
The John Sinclair Memorial Lecture is a biennial event hosted by FIDO commemorating the life and work of
John Sinclair AO. John dedicated his life to the preservation and protection of K'gari (Fraser Island). This
year's lecture – Honouring John Sinclair’s Legacy: protecting our biodiversity, was held at the University of
the Sunshine Coast’s Sippy Downs Campus and delivered by John's long-term colleague Professor Ian Lowe.
A copy of his presentation is available online.

Myrtle Rust, the Silent Killer
Myrtle rust's impact on our native ecosystems has now been captured on film. This film introduces myrtle
rust and its cultural, social and ecological effects on Australia's native environment. Indigenous rangers,
scientists and landowners share stories of this fungal disease and its impact on our precious species and
landscapes. We learn about their efforts to bring species back from the brink of extinction and the value of
protecting our unique ecosystems from biosecurity threats for generations to come.
To watch this powerful documentary, please click here.
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Myrtle rust, caused by the exotic fungus
Austropuccinia psidii, is native to South
America. However, it was first detected in
Australia in April 2010 in NSW, spreading
rapidly to other parts of Australia. The disease
affects plant species in the family Myrtaceae
and attacks new growth, with symptoms
developing quickly on new shoots, young
leaves, and stems. Myrtle rust is affecting more
than 380 Australian species, with sixteen
species predicted to become extinct within a
generation, and many more are in decline.
Myrtle rust was first reported on K’gari in 2013,
but assessments on the impact of the disease
on different species and ecosystems on the
island haven’t been documented until recently.
Collaborations between Butchulla Land and
Sea Rangers and the Queensland Department
of Agriculture and Fisheries have seen several
joint surveys conducted since 2018, including
looking at impacts post-wildfire. Large areas of
the island have been surveyed with myrtle rust
detected in Melaleuca wetlands, heath
environments, wet sclerophyll forests,
rainforests and vegetation surrounding a few
of the lakes. Species affected include
Cinnamon myrtle (Backhousia myrtifolia),
K’gari Myrtle Rust Assessment Sites
blackbutt (Eucalyptus pilularis), midgen berry
(Austromyrtus dulcis), satinay (Syncarpia hillii),
Silky myrtle (Decaspermum humile) and paperbark (Melaleuca quinquenervia). The most significant impacts
have been recorded in areas recovering from the wildfires in 2019 and 2020.

Myrtle rust on young midgen berry fruit – Ocean Lake (Photos: Department of Agriculture and Fisheries)
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Myrtle rust on Satinay saplings regenerating after the fires (Photos: Department of Agriculture and Fisheries)

There is no eliminating this disease now that it is established on K’gari and the mainland. We need to work
together to manage the impacts. Collecting seed and capturing valuable germplasm of species being affected
is an important strategy to ensure species are not lost. Growing disease-resistant seedlings for regeneration
programs and implementing galangoor gira (good fire) or cultural fire management will help manage the
impacts on different ecosystems.
Article contributed by Dr Geoff Pegg, Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
and Tilly Davis, Butchulla Aboriginal Corporation

Consensus-building on K’gari’s Fire management
The University of the Sunshine Coast has received Queensland Resilience and Risk Reduction Funding
(QRRRF) to facilitate a three-day workshop to gain consensus on K’gari fire management. The project aims
to seek agreement on reducing the risk and limiting the impact of fire as a natural hazard on Great Sandy
WHA – K’gari. The objectives are to:
1. Improve understanding of increasing fire risk
to the unique natural – ecological and cultural
environment;
2. Strengthen partnership-based collaboration
on fire management among all key
stakeholders, including the BAC, QPWS, QFES,
Fraser Coast Council, Kingfisher Bay Resort,
community and business representatives
through the K’gari Locality Specific Fire
Management Group;
3. Draw on the draft Fire Risk Management
K’gari’s devasting bushfire in late 2020 burnt over half the World
Heritage property (Photo: The Australian)
Strategy identified in the IGEM K’gari Bushfire
Review 2020-21;
4. Share stakeholder perspectives, practice, and experience with prescribed burning techniques (including
cultural burns) to prepare for increasing bushfire risk and with ways of responding to wildfires (fire
suppression); and,
5. Develop consensus among stakeholders about fire management approaches, recognising Butchulla
perspectives, which was identified as a priority at the K’gari Symposium held in December 2021 in
Hervey Bay.
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Kim Walker and Claudia Baldwin of UniSC will lead the project in collaboration with key stakeholders. The
workshop will be held in the first part of 2023 at Dilli Village. Kim and Claudia will talk to groups ahead of
time about their input to the process. For further information, contact Kim Walker at kwalker4@usc.edu.au
Article contributed by Dr Claudia Baldwin and Dr Kim Walker, University of the Sunshine Coast

Weed Spotters Network eLearning
There’s always something new to see whenever you are out in the field, and inevitably you find yourself
looking at plants that you haven’t seen before – weed or not weed?
This eLearning course has been designed to provide Weed Spotters Network of Queensland members and
interested members of the public with information on how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

understand how Queensland manages the biosecurity risk of invasive plants (weeds),
learn more about weeds in Queensland and where they might occur,
understand your general biosecurity obligation for weeds,
identify Queensland prohibited category weeds using key characteristics,
be an effective and informed member of the Weed Spotter Network of Queensland,
confidently report a prohibited weed,
stay safe and minimise health risks and hazards while weed spotting.

At the end of the online course, you will be told to contact the Weed Spotter Network of Queensland [WSNQ]
coordinator to confirm your successful completion.
Access the online course: Weed Spotters Network Queensland eLearning.

Dates for the Diary
What:
Where:
When:
Who:
For:

K’gari Waste Strategy Implementation – Orchid Beach Information Session
Orchid Beach Community Building “The Shed”, Lot 8 Ngkala Road, Orchid Beach
Thursday, 3 November 2022, from 10:00 am until 11:30 am
Residents and Ratepayers of Orchid Beach
Fraser Coast Regional Council want to engage with the Orchid Beach Community about
implementing the K’gari Waste Management and Resource Recovery Strategy and the
proposed changes to the waste management model for Orchid Beach. Please RSVP for
numbers and catering with tea, coffee and biscuits.
Cost:
Free
Registration: https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/kgari-waste-management-resource-recoveryimplementation-engagement-tickets-434960537677
More info: Please contact Christine Kelly, Community Engagement Officer, on 0460 019610 or
email Christine.Kelly@frasercoast.qld.gov.au
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cooloola BioBlitz
Rainbow Beach (basecamp)
Friday, 4 to Sunday, 6 November 2022
Hosted by Cooloola Coastcare and Fraser Island Defenders Organisation, the Cooloola BioBlitz
aims to map the biodiversity of the Cooloola region near Rainbow Beach, Cooloola Cove, and
Tin Can Bay.
Cost:
FREE to $132 plus booking fee
Registration: https://events.humanitix.com/cooloola-bioblitz-2022
More info: For more information, please follow the Cooloola BioBlitz Facebook page.
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What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

Cost:
More info:
What:
Where:
When:
For:

More info:

Bush Regeneration and Monitoring
Eurong, K’gari
19 to 25 February, 7 to 13 May, 30 July to 6 August and 22 to 28 October 2023 (Sunday to
Saturday).
FIDO has been conducting weeklong weeding–bush regeneration programs in Eurong since
2005. These have progressively transformed Eurong and dramatically reduced the weed
threats there. Based at Tallinga, the former Sinclair family home in Eurong Village, work will
focus on weeding, bush regeneration, building the Eurong nursery's capacity, and continuing
FIDO's ongoing environmental monitoring programs. The program is supported by Eurong
Resort, providing dinner for the volunteers each night.
$300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.
Weed Management
Happy Valley, K’gari
ALL DATES ARE FULLY BOOKED FOR 2023
Peter Shooter leads these trips to help tackle the heavy weed infestation around Happy Valley.
A group of up to eight will share "Kurrawa", a comfortable holiday house in the Centre of Happy
Valley. The group will work to contain a particularly aggressive weed with poisonous seeds,
Abrus prectorius Var. Africanus. This weed heavily impacts the vegetation but isn't found
anywhere else on Fraser Island. As the Abrus comes under control, the team will increasingly
eliminate large woody weeds, Easter Cassia and Lantana. Again, fitness is needed to carry
heavy chemical backpack sprays across steep terrain.
$300 ($200 for concessions) to subsidise costs.
Please send any questions to weeding@fido.org.au.
IGEM Bushfire Recovery Project
East Coast, K’gari
ALL PLACES FILLED FOR 2023
FIDO’s bushfire recovery project 2022-25 is being conducted on the east coast of K’gari.
Volunteers are restoring the low coastal vegetation complex on the foreshore and undertaking
Pandanus recovery works by monitoring, establishing a seed collection and restoration
protocol and on-ground works, including restoration training. FIDO is also interested in hearing
from other groups interested in partnering on the project.
For more information or to register your group’s interest in this activity, please contact Mark
Dwyer at mdwy.dbq@gmail.com

Funding Opportunities
What:
For:

When:
Email:
Phone:
Website:
What:
For:

When:

Australian Heritage Grant 2022-23
The Australian Heritage Grants Program aims to improve recognition, conservation,
preservation and access to the National Heritage Values of National Heritage Listed places.
The program also aims to increase community engagement and awareness of listed places—
grants are between $25,000 and $400,000.
Applications are open and close at 5 pm (AEDT) on Monday, 7 November 2022.
https://business.gov.au/email-us
13 28 46
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/australian-heritage-grants-2022-2023
Gambling Community Benefit Fund
Provide one-off grants for not-for-profit organisations to help provide community services or
activities that benefit the Queensland community. The next funding round is a $100,000
super round for all priorities.
Round 116 is open now and closes at midnight on 28 February 2023.
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Email:
Phone:
Website:

cbf@treasury.qld.gov.au
(07) 3247 4284
https://www.justice.qld.gov.au/initiatives/community-grants

What:
For:

Volunteer Grants 2022-23
Volunteer Grants are Part of the Australian Government’s commitment to assist and
encourage volunteers. Volunteer Grants aid the work of local community organisations by
enabling the inclusion of vulnerable people and providing support to increase volunteering
participation. Organisations can apply for grants between the value of $1,000 and $5,000 to
support the efforts of their volunteers. The grants can be used to buy small equipment for
volunteers, to reimburse volunteer fuel, transport or training costs, or to purchase items that
help promote awareness of volunteering opportunities.
MP Expression of Interest (EOI) process is currently open, with community organisations
required to submit an expression of interest to their local MP. Selected organisations will be
invited to complete an application by 5 December 2022.
Your Australian Government MP or 1800 020 283
support@communitygrants.gov.au
Forecast Opportunity and Guidelines

When:

Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:
What:
For:

When:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Norman Wettenhall Foundation—Small Environmental Grant Scheme
Projects that enhance or maintain the vitality and diversity of the Australian natural living
environment. Objectives of the Small Environmental Grants Scheme (up to $10K) are flora
and fauna conservation and threatened mammal conservation with one or more of the
following: monitoring/recording data, community education, community capacity building
(training), and research/science.
Next round opens on 1st December 2022 (funding released February 2023)
(03) 5472 1316 - Elizabeth (Beth) Mellick, Executive Officer
beth@nwf.org.au
http://www.nwf.org.au/
The Mullum Trust
Supports projects which have significant, ongoing or catalytic environmental
outcomes. Grants are available from $100 to $10,000. Projects with specific and localised
environmental outcomes are preferred, although locally based projects with far-reaching
impacts are also encouraged.
Ongoing
Mr Ryan Neoh on (03) 9671 6658
rneoh@deloitte.com.au
http://thetrusteeforthemullumtrust.myob.net/

Thank You to Our Sponsors!
FINIA – the Natural Integrity Alliance for K'gari is a non-incorporated, not-for-profit umbrella organisation for
its partners. As a non-incorporated organisation with no dedicated funding to support our meetings,
administration, barge transfers, or accommodation. We also rely on our partners to support our activities for
the K'gari (Fraser Island) World Heritage site.
We acknowledge Fraser Coast Regional Council, Sealink Fraser Island, the University of the Sunshine Coast
and our outstanding contributors, volunteers and donors for their generous support. Without this generosity,
FINIA's activities would not be possible.
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